
BEER LIST

BEERWORKS WANAKA

Ruby Island 
rich malt flavour and a Ruby complexion are smacked full 
of hops to create a stunning IPA

Cardrona Gold 
a classic golden all malt lager with a smooth malty biscuit-
like sweetness and a mild hop bitter finish

Jabberwocky Pale Ale  
New Zealand Malts and Hops come together and shine in 
this unfiltered Pale Ale which finishes clean and refreshing.

Treble Cone 
a treble hopped wheat Ale that’s full bodied and has 
plenty of character. 

RHYME & REASON

Go To 
a traditionally brewed Kolsch with Kolsch yeast for a 
slightly fruit salad like sweetness

Joy Rider 
Simcoe, Amarillo, and NZ Cascade hops blend perfectly 
for a citrus & tropical fruit balanced pale ale

Black Lips 
a London style porter with heaps of biscuity and nutty 
malts for a full milk chocolate like body

GROUND UP BREWING

KPA 
loaded with the lushest New Zealand hops and backed 
with the finest selection of home-grown malts, it’s no 
surprise the KPA became a cult classic

Alpine Start 
an intriguing stout with layers deeper than most, it 
demands contemplation

The Crux 
a blend of American and NZ hops, there’s nothing 
traditional about this. Aromas of sweet orange zest, freshly 
zested lime and young pine needles.

Space Cowboy 
new age amber ale.

B EFFECT

Pop ‘n’ Pils  
bold New Zealand Pilsner, using NZ malt matched with 
Kohatu, Nelson Sauvin, and Riwaka hops

Hazy IPA 
tropical and citrus hop flavours from Denali & Lotus 
provide an upfront juicy profile, which is then followed 
by a hint of pineapple & berry with a soft bitterness to 
balance 

Wanaka Lager 
Vienna malt provides a firm base and contributes a malty 
sweetness.  Pacifica hops impart bitterness to balance, 
and a hint of noble aromas.  Refreshing, crisp and simple, 
Vienna malt, and a touch of Pacifica.

On tap 330ml $8 
Speights Gold medal ale
Brewski pilsner 
Beer of the month!
ask server for more info

Others $9
Heineken
Corona
Stella Artois
Steinlager Pure

Light beers $8
Steinlager Mid
Mount Iron
Heineken zero

Cider & Ginger beer $10
Lake Cider Apple
Zeffer Ginger Beer 
Rochdale Pear cider 

Wanaka Craft Beers $10

Others


